Puzzle
"Hexagony"
by John de Cuevas

Instructions: The six-letter words defined by the numbered clues are to be entered in the
correspondingly numbered hexagons. The seven-letter words defined by unnumbered
clues in random order are to be entered in the unnumbered hexagons. Words may read
clockwise or counter clockwise, but the same letter must always appear on either side of a
dividing line between hexagons, and seven letter words must begin or end in the central
circles. When the grid is correctly filled in, the letters in the central circles reading from
left to right and those in the outer corners of the grid (marked by dingbats) reading
clockwise from the upper left will spell an appropriate two-word phrase.

Clues:
1. Soft, Latin, and gastropodan
2. Mark for more than one
conjunction acted dirty
3. Member of crew holds small
volume of yttrium by the end of
the spine
4. Miscellaneous star without
water
5. Degree posted away
6. Hoyden––tall, dissembling,
toothy
7. Go Through the recipe, stirring
8. Knee jerk king imprisons
backward dwarf
9. Pay for Delaware fight
10. Ruler last month in western part
of San Marino
11. Incipient state to obtain cost
projection
12. Weasel showing hesitation in
front of burrow
13. Place for a deity on the forehead
14. Insult deviating from limit
15. Frankness is able to accomplish
right
16. Hussar can enjoy keeping secret
17. Inadvertently reveal beam after
stake
18. Adhesive penny gets me

19. Put ashore around head of
lagoon to remove color
20. Mix all up with run of more
than one
21. Responsibility born under chaos
22. Farmer one may not correct
23. Keep your shirt on still
24. Badger comb
25. Alternately, aim to get bean
protozoan
26. Place to find stone game
27. $ – 500 + 100 = nab
28. Japanese empty handed defense
29. Commerce loses two thousand
in force
30. Representation of sleep in
hybrid snout
SAC second grade run
Retreat has one Buddhist resident
Number it green out of order
Nuisance goes after collection by
metrical foot
College seal embraced by
whomever it assists
Gather heart of lover amid broken
hearts
Creator of mobile article in deep
depression

This puzzle appeared in the July-August 1990 issue of Harvard Magazine in a different
format.

